The metabolic byproducts secreted by growing cells can be easily measured and provide 11 a window into the state of a cell; they have been essential to the development of microbiol-12 ogy 1 , cancer biology 2 , and biotechnology 3 . Progress in computational modeling of cells has 13 made it possible to predict metabolic byproduct secretion with bottom-up reconstructions of 14 metabolic networks. However, owing to a lack of data, it has not been possible to validate 15 these predictions across a wide range of strains and conditions. Through literature mining, 16 we were able to generate a database of Escherichia coli strains and their experimentally mea-17 sured byproduct secretions. We simulated these strains in six historical genome-scale models 18 1 of E. coli, and we report that the predictive power of the models has increased as they have 19 expanded in size and scope. Next-generation models of metabolism and gene expression are 20 even more capable than previous models, but parameterization poses new challenges. 21 1 Introduction 22
stead, succinate dehydrogenase (SUCDi, sdh) acts in the reverse direction to rescue conversion of 138 fumarate to succinate; this has actually been shown experimentally 29 . Thus, the evidence supports 139 removing DHORDfum from the models and making SUCDi reversible. However, this change in-140 troduces the challenges associated with modeling isozymes for the activity catalyzed by frd and 141 sdh, so the presence of DHORDfum has served as a convenient hack for modeling E. coli.
142
Simulations suggest that some strains have room to evolve. When the experimental observa-143 tions of byproduct secretion disagree with predictions, another possible explanation is that the 144 experimental strain could evolve to grow faster by adopting the byproduct secretion strategy pre-145 dicted by the model ("Target byproduct is not growth-coupled" in Fig. 33 ). FBA simulations 146 predict the metabolic state of a cell that is operating close to optimal growth; GEMs are power-147 ful for predicting cellular behavior precisely because fast growing cells often adopt a near-optimal 148 strategy for growth 30, 31 . Thus, some of the disagreement between observation and prediction might 149 be caused, not by model errors, but rather by an assumption of the modeling approach (the opti-150 mality assumption). This hypothesis can be tested through laboratory evolution by passing the 151 strain repeatedly 12 . (The process is also called serial passage, metabolic evolution, growth rescue, 152 or adaptive laboratory evolution (ALE).) Laboratory evolution was used in 14 studies (19 strains) 153 in the bibliomic database to improve byproduct secretion, and the predictive power of the model 154 is greater for these cases than for the bibliomic database in general ( Fig. S3 ). This supports the 155 hypothesis that FBA predicts byproduct secretions that are not correct for the reported strains but 156 would be correct if the strains were evolved through growth selection.
expand upon M-models by explicitly accounting for all of the biochemical reactions in the gene 159 expression machinery of the cell (including transcription and translation) 17,18 . To include protein 160 production in the ME-model, one must estimate the turnover rate of each enzyme (k ef f ) that de-161 termines how many active proteins must be present to convert one set of reactants to products in 162 a given time. ME-model simulations used a set of experimentally validated kinetic parameters 163 from a recent study 32 . For high-flux reactions, the k ef f s were shown to be consistent across four 164 growth conditions. However, it is still possible for k ef f s to change between conditions, depending 165 on metabolite concentrations and other variables (they range between 0 and k cat ). Therefore, we 166 sampled k ef f s in the ME-model to generate an ensemble of models for each strain that was not 167 growth-coupled with default parameters (see Methods). We found that 26 / 41 strains in this set 168 could be growth-coupled in the ME-model with at least one model in the ensemble, including 9 / 11 169 designs for succinate production (Fig. 4e ). Addressing kinetic parameters will have to be a part 170 of ME-model development going forward, and this should lead to better predictions of byproduct 171 secretion.
172
The protein costs associated with metabolic pathways in the ME-model also solve another 173 failure mode in M-models: alternative optimal solutions. Alternative optimal solutions occur in M-174 models when two metabolic states lead to the same growth rate, and this common failure mode has 175 been solved with next-generation ME-models ("Alternative optimal growth-coupled solutions" in 176 Fig. 3 ) 33 . In ME-model simulations, each pathway has specific enzyme costs that must be precisely 177 allocated using cellular resources. Therefore, pathways with the same metabolic contribution to cellular growth (e.g. same ATP production and redox balance) that are equivalent in the M-model simulations were performed to identify knockouts, the parent E. coli strain, the genetic additions 241 and deletions, the aerobicity and carbon sources during fermentation experiments, whether lab-242 oratory evolution was performed, and (when possible) the measured fermentation profile of the 243 engineered strain.
244
A single target molecule was selected for each experiment, even though in some cases a 245 mixture of products was reported. When papers reported mixtures of hydrogen or formate with a 246 coproduct, the coproduct was considered the target molecule.
247
Simulations. To simulate reported designs, the gene knockouts were implemented in silico using 248 a "greedy knockout" strategy. For each gene that was knocked out experimentally, all reactions 249 associated with that gene in the metabolic model are turned off. The alternative strategy is to 250 evaluate the gene-protein-reaction (GPR) rules for each reaction in turn, to determine whether the 251 reaction is turned off or remains unchanged; however, as discussed in the text, only the "greedy 252 knockout" approach was able to correctly simulate strains in the bibliomic database.
253
For all non-native genes reported in the papers, pathways were reconstructed by creating 254 in silico reactions corresponding to the genes used in these experiments. For transport reactions, The sums across the bottom indicate the total number of designs that include a given gene, and the sums across the right indicate the total number of unique genes knocked out for a given target molecule. These common knockouts remove the routes to the native fermentation products acetate (pta, ackA, pflB), ethanol (adhE, pflB), formate (pflB), D-lactate (ldhA), and succinate (frdABCD). These knockouts represent a common strategy where the highest-yield fermentation pathways are knocked out, one by one, until the target pathway becomes the optimal route for balancing the redox state of the cell. Added in iAF1260b and newer models Designs that secrete succinate experimentally but not with default ME-model parameters Alternative optimal solutions in M-model are solved in ME-model Figure 4 : Comparing simulations with experiments. All modeling approaches have failure modes, and comparing model predictions to experimental results allows these failure modes to be analyzed. (a) A "greedy knockout" strategy is necessary to contend with major and minor isozymes that are difficult to simulate in GEMs. (b) The genes in the frd operon are responsible for most of the incorrect predictions of cell death in iJR904 and iAF1260. This error was fixed in iAF1260b and later models with the addition of the reaction DHORDfum. (c) For an isobutanol design, the ME model correctly predicts isobutanol secretion in preference to hexanoic acid secretion because the hexanoic acid pathway has greater protein cost 34, 35 . (d) Alternative optimal phenotypes appear in M-models when two pathways have equivalent stoichiometries, as in this example for L-alanine secretion. ME-models explicitly account for the cost of producing pathway enzymes, so the shorter L-alanine production pathway is optimal in ME-models. (e) Succinate secretion is difficult to predict using existing GEMs, but an ensemble of ME-models with sampled kinetic parameters demonstrates that for certain parameter sets succinate secretion is correctly predicted. Figure S1 : A workflow for generating a bibliomic dataset through literature mining. Number of designs
Simulations of literature strains reporting laboratory evolution
Target byproduct is not growth coupled (not lethal in silico) Experimental KO(s) are lethal in silico Alternative optimal growth coupled solutions With some parameter sets, target byproduct is growth coupled (>15% C yield)* Target byproduct is growth coupled (>15% C yield)* Model accuracy Figure S3 : Comparing simulations with experiments for studies reporting laboratory evolution.
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